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Abstract

In the present study a method is presented for simulations of droplet collisions in three spatial dimensions under non-isothermal conditions using a Diffuse Interface Model, which is based on the non-isothermal Navier-Stokes-Korteweg equations combined with the Van der Waals equation of state. This particular Diffuse Interface Model can only be used for a single component fluid and the temperature needs to be close to the critical point of the fluid to prevent the interfacial thickness from being too small compared to the size of the computational domain. Results are produced with a numerical method based on the finite-volume approach in combination with a Total Variation Diminishing time-integration scheme. Simulations of droplet collisions show the existence of multiple collision regimes for which the energy transfer and dissipation processes during the collisions are studied in detail.
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1 Introduction

Collision of liquid droplets is a complicated phenomenon in many industrial and geophysical processes, including raindrop formation, liquid-liquid extraction, spray coatings and spray drying processes. In internal combustion engines the development of the fuel injection spray, and hence the combustion process, is significantly influenced by droplet collisions. Understanding the mechanism of droplet collisions is therefore of great importance for optimizing the combustion process to achieve better efficiency and lower emissions.

Outcomes of droplet collisions can be categorized into four different types: bouncing, coalescence, separation, and shattering collisions. In bouncing collisions, contact of droplet surfaces is prevented by a separating gas film. Coalescence collisions refer to collisions in which two droplets permanently combine and generate one single droplet. Separation collision occurs when two droplets combine temporarily and later separate, possibly in more than two droplets. Shattering collisions are characteristic for high relative velocity collisions where the colliding droplets disintegrate into a cluster of many smaller droplets. Furthermore, there are many subcategories of droplet collisions within the categories generalized above.

The type of outcome of a droplet collision is determined by multiple parameters such as the kinetic energy of the collision, the diameter of the droplets and fluid properties like surface tension and viscosity. In the present study only collisions with equally sized droplets are considered. A convenient way of characterizing droplet collisions is by means of dimensionless numbers. Two dimensionless numbers suffice to characterize collisions of equally sized droplets: the collision Weber number \( \text{We}_c \) and the impact parameter \( \mathcal{X} \).

\[
\text{We}_c = \frac{\rho |\vec{v}_{rel}|^2 D}{\sigma}, \quad \mathcal{X} = \left( 1 - \left( \frac{\vec{v}_{rel}}{|\vec{v}_{rel}|} \cdot \frac{\vec{x}_{rel}}{|\vec{x}_{rel}|} \right)^2 \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]
with \( \rho_t \) the liquid mass density, \( \sigma \) the surface tension coefficient, \( \vec{v}_{rel} \) the relative velocity vector of the colliding droplets, \( D \) the droplet diameter and \( \vec{x}_{rel} \) the relative position vector between the centers of the colliding droplets (Figure 1, \( |\vec{x}_{rel}| = D \) for equal sized droplets). The collision Weber number represents the ratio between inertial forces and the surface tension coefficient, whereas the impact parameter gives a measure of the degree to which the collision is head-on or grazing and has a value between zero and unity.

Experimental investigations of droplet collisions have been performed by numerous authors, including Ashgriz and Poo [3], Qian and Law [30], Estrade et al. [12], Willis and Orme [46], Brenn and Kolobaric [4] and Gotaas et al. [14]. The experimental results are usually presented in a collision regime map with the collision Weber number on the horizontal axis, the impact parameter on the vertical axis and the boundaries between the collision outcomes indicated. Figure 2 shows a sketch of a typical collision regime map of water droplets in air, with three different regimes that are typically observed: coalescence, reflexive separation and stretching separation. Bouncing and shattering collisions are usually not observed for collisions of water droplets in air at atmospheric pressure. Coalescence is observed for low Weber number collisions at all impact parameters. Reflexive separation occurs for (near) head-on collisions at higher Weber numbers, while stretching separation occurs for large impact parameter collisions at higher Weber numbers. To describe the boundaries between the collision outcomes, many correlations have been proposed. An overview of the available correlations can be found in Krishnan and Loth [17]. However, as far as the authors know, no experimental results of droplet collisions with the fluid near the critical point have ever been published.

There is a large amount of disparity between droplet collision regime maps that were published in literature. The shape of the regime map depends heavily on the ratio between the surface tension coefficient and the viscosity of the fluid, which is specific for each fluid considered. Additionally, the properties of the gas/vapor surrounding the droplets has a large influence on whether droplet bouncing is observed in the regime map. For example: Willis and Orme [46] performed experiments with droplet collisions in a near vacuum environment and found no bouncing in the regime map. Qian and Law performed experiments with water and hydrocarbon droplets in air at 1 atm. of pressure. Under these conditions droplet bouncing was only observed with hydrocarbon droplets and not with water droplets. Increasing the air pressure to 2.7 atm. led to droplet bouncing also being observed with water droplets.

Numerical simulations of droplet collisions involve simulating the movement of an interface separating two different fluid phases in a computational domain. The use of fixed grid simulation methods is more suitable when the deformation/movement of the interface is large, since the alternative moving grid methods requires frequent regeneration of the grid to accommodate for the deformation/movement of the interface. Multiple methods have been developed for numerical simulations of moving interfaces on a fixed grid, which include the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method [15], the level-set method [1] and coupled level-set-VOF methods [42]. These methods account for the effects of surface tension by using a body force that acts on a narrow region which
represents the interface. The VOF method uses a color function to capture the interface, whereas the level-set method captures the interface with the zero level curve of a continuous function. An alternative approach is the front-tracking method, which is based on the Lagrangian tracking of marker particles from which the interface can be reconstructed [35]. The front-tracking method prevents the regeneration of the fixed grid by introducing a second set of grid points, which evolve relative to the fixed grid. The key advantage of all of these methods is that only a single set of governing equations needs to be solved for the entire computational domain. However, these methods are not well adapted to describe topological changes of the interface, like coalescence and breakup phenomena. In the VOF method, coalescence happens automatically when two approaching interfaces share a common grid cell [13]. The Level-set method has similar problems: coalescence either happens automatically or it is not possible unless it is explicitly imposed [18]. In the front-tracking method, the coalescence process requires a specialized routine that relies on an empirical parameter called the film drainage time [31].

Alternatively, simulations of droplet collisions have also been done with the Lattice-Boltzmann Method (LBM) [11, 41] and the technique of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) [23]. In both methods the behavior of the fluid is approximated by modeling the interaction of particles. In the LBM the discrete Boltzmann equation is solved on a discrete lattice. In SPH the movement and interaction of discrete particles is simulated and smoothing functions are used to reconstruct the field variables from the particle data.

The Diffuse Interface Method (DIM) differs from all the previously mentioned methods in that it resolves the interface region in a physically motivated manner. An interface between two phases will always have a finite thickness (even if only nanoscopic). The thickness of the interface is determined by the competition between molecular repulsion and molecular attraction. This competition can be modeled by introducing a free energy density function of the fluid which is dependent on both the mass density and the mass density gradient. This causes the thickness and behavior of the interface to be determined by intermolecular forces, represented by the free energy density function. A great advantage of DIM is that topological changes of the interface do not require any additional models or routines.

One can distinguish between two types of Diffuse Interface Methods, although both are based on an extended version of the Navier-Stokes equations. There are the Navier-Stokes-Cahn-Hilliard (NSCH) equations [34], which can be used for systems with immiscible liquids, and the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg (NSK) equations [29], which can be used for liquid-vapor flows of a single component. The DIM used in the present study is based on the NSK equations, which are combined with the Van der Waals equation of state. The capillary stresses at the liquid-vapor interface are accounted for by the Korteweg stress tensor, which depends on the mass density and its spatial derivatives.

With the Korteweg stress tensor in the Navier-Stokes equations, movement and topological changes of the liquid-vapor interface are accounted for in a physical way. The dynamics of the liquid-vapor interface is provided by the evolution of the mass density field. However, the inclusion of the capillary stress tensor does lead to dispersive behavior of the solution, since it contains a second-order spatial derivative of the mass density. Also, the isotherms of the Van der Waals equation contain a region of negative compressibility below the critical point of the fluid. This leads to a mixed hyperbolic-elliptic nature of the governing equations and therefore prevents the use of upwind based discretization methods, which are commonly used for compressible flow simulations.

Numerical simulations of liquid-vapor flows with DIM have previously been performed by Jamet et al. [16], Yue et al. [47], Onuki [25], Lamorgese and Mauri [19], Pecenko et al. [29], Desmarais and Kuerten [9], Liu et al. [21, 22] and Tian et al. [43]. Simulations of droplet collisions with DIM in two spatial dimensions were done by Yue et al. [47] and Pecenko et al. [29]. However, a droplet collision is a process that needs to be modeled in three spatial dimensions if a physically relevant result is to be obtained, since in two spatial dimensions no spherical droplets but rather two infinitely long cylinders are modeled. Additionally, the assumption of isothermal conditions is not recommended for liquid-vapor flows, since the characteristics of liquid-vapor flows are highly sensitive to spatial temperature variations and these variations are bound to occur due to viscous dissipation of kinetic energy. In the present study results are presented of numerical simulations of droplet collisions in three spatial dimensions under non-isothermal conditions. This combination makes these results unique in the sense that, to the best of the authors knowledge, similar results have not been published before.

The structure of the paper is the following. In section 2 the governing equations are introduced, accompanied by the underlying theoretical principles in the field of thermodynamics. Section 3 gives the spatial discretization method and the time integration scheme. Also, expressions required for the initialization of the simulations are given. In section 4 droplet collisions are studied near the critical point, together with a detailed analysis of the energy transfer and dissipation process. In section 5 the conclusions are summarized.

3
2 Governing equations

2.1 Navier-Stokes-Korteweg equations

The system of governing equations for non-isothermal liquid-vapor flows consists of three conservation equations commonly referred to as the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg (NSK) equations. The NSK equations can be classified as a non-linear system of conservation laws, expressed in the conservation of mass, momentum and energy. In differential form they are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial \tilde{\rho}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\tilde{\rho} \tilde{u}) &= 0 \\
\frac{\partial \tilde{\rho} \tilde{u}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\tilde{\rho} \tilde{u} \otimes \tilde{u} + \tilde{P} I - \tilde{\tau} - \tilde{\xi}) &= 0 \\
\frac{\partial \tilde{\rho} E}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\tilde{\rho} E + \tilde{P} \tilde{u} - (\tilde{\tau} + \tilde{\xi}) \cdot \tilde{u} + \tilde{q} + \tilde{j}_E) &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

with \(\tilde{\rho}\) the mass density, \(\tilde{\rho}\) the viscosity stress tensor, \(\tilde{\xi}\) the capillary stress tensor, \(\tilde{\tau}\) the viscous stress tensor, \(\tilde{q}\) the heat flux and \(\tilde{j}_E\) the interstitial working flux. The non-dimensional form of the governing equations is obtained by introducing scaling quantities. The scales for the mass density, temperature and pressure are the corresponding quantities at the critical point of the fluid: \(\rho_c\), \(T_c\) and \(P_c\). The velocity and characteristic time scale are derived as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_c u_0 &= \sqrt{\frac{P_c}{\rho_c}} \\
t_c &= \frac{L}{u_0}
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

with \(L\) the domain length. The non-dimensional form of the governing equations in differential form are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\rho_c u_0 L}{\rho_c} \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \tilde{u}) \right) &= 0 \\
\frac{\rho_c u_0^2}{L} \left( \frac{\partial \rho \tilde{u}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \tilde{u} \otimes \tilde{u} + P I - \tilde{\tau} - \tilde{\xi}) \right) &= 0 \\
\frac{\rho_c u_0^3}{L} \left( \frac{\partial \rho E}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho E + P \tilde{u} - (\tilde{\tau} + \tilde{\xi}) \cdot \tilde{u} + \tilde{q} + \tilde{j}_E) \right) &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

(4)

It is assumed that the fluid is Newtonian and that the so-called Stokes hypothesis holds. The viscous stress tensor is then expressed as:

\[
\tilde{\tau} = \frac{1}{\rho_c u_0^2} \tilde{\tau} = \frac{1}{Re} \left( \nabla \tilde{u} + \nabla \tilde{u}^T - \frac{2}{3} \nabla \cdot \tilde{u} I \right), \quad Re = \frac{\rho_c u_0 L}{\mu}
\]

(5)

with \(Re\) the Reynolds number and \(\mu\) the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. Surface viscosity effects are neglected, which is a common assumption for an interface in a single component fluid without surfactants [39]. The capillary stress tensor is expressed in terms of the local mass density and its spatial derivatives:

\[
\tilde{\xi} = \frac{1}{\rho_c u_0^3} \tilde{\xi} = \frac{1}{We} \left( \rho \nabla^2 \rho + \frac{1}{2} \nabla \rho^2 \right) I - \nabla \rho \otimes \nabla \rho, \quad We = \frac{u_0^2 L^2}{\rho_c K}
\]

(6)

with \(We\) the Weber number and \(K\) the capillary coefficient. This expression for the capillary stress tensor is a simplified version of the original formulation proposed by Korteweg, which was derived by Papatzacos [27]. The capillary coefficient is directly related to the surface tension coefficient and may depend on the temperature and mass density, but not on the gradient of the mass density [29]. It can be convenient to express scaling relationships in terms of the Ohnesorge number, as it eliminates the effects of inertia and the need for a velocity and length scale. The Ohnesorge number represents the ratio between viscous and surface tension effects:

\[
Oh = \frac{\sqrt{We}}{Re} = \frac{\mu}{\sqrt{\rho_c K}}
\]

(7)

The heat flux is expressed as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{q} = \frac{1}{\rho_c u_0^3} \tilde{q} &= \frac{-8 c_v}{3 Re Pr} \nabla T, \quad Pr = \frac{\mu c_v}{\lambda}, \quad c_v = \frac{1}{R} e_v
\end{align*}
\]

(8)
with \( Pr \) the Prandtl number, \( T \) the temperature, \( c_v \) the non-dimensional specific heat at constant volume, \( \lambda \) the coefficient of thermal conductivity of the fluid and \( R \) the universal gas constant.

Dunn and Serrin [10] showed that the original formulation of the capillary stress tensor is incompatible with the Clausius-Duhem inequality if the total energy balance equation is not extended with an additional term. This term represents the effect of "interstitial working", which is a form of mechanical work done by the movement of the interface and is expressed as:

\[
\dot{E} = \frac{1}{\rho_e u_i^j} \dot{E} = \frac{1}{\operatorname{We}} (\rho \nabla \cdot u) \nabla \rho
\]  

(9)

The energy density is defined as:

\[
\rho E = \rho e + \frac{1}{2} \rho |u|^2 + \frac{1}{\operatorname{We}} |\nabla \rho|^2
\]  

(10)

which represents the sum of the internal energy, kinetic energy and interfacial energy. The expression for the internal energy depends on the equation of state of the fluid.

### 2.2 Van der Waals equation of state

The Van der Waals equation of state [44] represents the relation between the thermodynamic fluid properties or state variables: temperature, pressure and density. It is a cubic equation of state and takes the form:

\[
\tilde{P} = \frac{RT \tilde{\rho}}{1 - b \tilde{\rho} - a \tilde{\rho}^2}
\]  

(11)

with \( \tilde{P} \) the pressure, \( \tilde{T} \) the temperature and \( R \) the specific gas constant. The coefficients \( a \) and \( b \) represent the average attraction between the molecules and the volume excluded by the molecules. The expressions for mass density, pressure and temperature at the critical point can be determined by solving for \( \rho \) the following equation:

\[
\frac{\partial \tilde{P}}{\partial \rho} = \frac{\partial^2 \tilde{P}}{\partial \rho^2} = 0
\]  

(12)

which gives the mass density, temperature and pressure at the critical point expressed in the coefficients \( a \) and \( b \) and the specific gas constant \( R \):

\[
\rho_c = \frac{1}{3b} \quad T_c = \frac{8a}{27Rb} \quad P_c = \frac{a}{27b^2}
\]

Although \( a \), \( b \) and \( R \) differ for every fluid considered, the Van der Waals equation can be recast into a species-independent form with the expressions given above, which yields the non-dimensional Van der Waals equation of state:

\[
P = \frac{8T \rho}{3 - \rho} - 3 \rho^2
\]  

(13)

with \( T \) the non-dimensional temperature and \( \rho \) the non-dimensional mass density. It can be convenient to replace the mass density by the specific volume, \( \rho = \frac{1}{\tilde{\rho}} \), which yields:

\[
P = \frac{8T}{3v - 1} - \frac{3}{v^2}
\]  

(14)

The internal energy is a function of the local temperature and local mass density. The general equation of state for specific internal energy reads [29]:

\[
e(\rho, T) = \int c_v dT + \int \left( P(\rho, T) - T \frac{\partial P}{\partial T} \right) \frac{d\rho}{\rho^2}
\]  

(15)

for a Van der Waals fluid this expression reduces to:

\[
e = \frac{8}{3} \tilde{c_v} T - 3 \rho
\]  

(16)

At or above the critical point a fluid can only exist as a one-phase fluid and it is not possible to distinguish between two different phases. Below the critical point the fluid can co-exist as two different phases separated
by an interface, where the transition region between the phases is called the multiphase region. In the Van der Waals equation the isotherms below the critical point have a wiggle in the multiphase region. By positioning a horizontal line through this wiggle in such a way that the areas A and B (Figure 3) are equal, the vapor-liquid equilibrium can be found [2]. This technique is called the Maxwell equal area rule and it can be mathematically expressed as:

\[
\text{Find } P_{\text{sat}} \text{ such that:}
\]

\[
\int_{v_1}^{v_2} (P(v) - P_{\text{sat}})dv + \int_{v_2}^{v_3} (P(v) - P_{\text{sat}})dv = 0
\]  

(17)

The vapor-liquid equilibrium is found at the saturation pressure, which is the only pressure at which the liquid and vapor can naturally co-exist and it depends solely on the temperature. The procedure of finding the value of \( P_{\text{sat}} \) starts with determining the roots of \( P(v) - P_{\text{sat}} \):

\[
\frac{8T}{3v - 1} - \frac{3}{v^2} - P_{\text{sat}} = 0
\]

(18)

The three roots \([v_1, v_2, v_3]\) can be determined numerically with a polynomial root-finding algorithm [38]. The liquid/vapor mass density at the saturation pressure are defined as:

\[
\rho_{v,\text{sat}} = \frac{1}{v_3} \quad \text{and} \quad \rho_{l,\text{sat}} = \frac{1}{v_1}
\]

(19)

with \( v_1 \) being the smallest root and \( v_3 \) the largest.

Figure 3: Van der Waals equation of state for \( T = 0.85 \). In satisfying the Maxwell equal area rule we need to find a value for \( P_{\text{sat}} \) such that area A equals area B.

A bisection method [37] is used to find the values for \( P_{\text{sat}} \) at a range of temperatures. The following expression, together with Table 1, for the non-dimensional coexisting liquid/vapor mass density was obtained by curve fitting the results from this bisection method for \( T \in [1.0, 0.3] \) and is visualized in Figure 4:

\[
\rho_{l/v,\text{sat}} = 1 + \sum_{n=1}^{8} a_n (1 - T)^{n/2}
\]

(20)
Table 1: Coefficients belonging to equation 20 obtained by curve fitting the vapor-liquid equilibrium points in the isotherms of the Van der Waals equation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>a_n for ( \rho_l )</th>
<th>a_n for ( \rho_v )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>-2.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.535</td>
<td>0.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>-1.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.338</td>
<td>6.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>-12.474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.467</td>
<td>12.261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>-5.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Helmholtz free energy

The Helmholtz free energy characterizes thermodynamic properties of a fluid and is determined by the intermolecular forces acting on the molecules that compose the fluid. The intermolecular forces are a competition of both strongly repulsive and weakly attractive forces between the molecules. When the mean field approximation is applied, then the effect of the forces acting on all the individual molecules can be approximated by an averaged thermodynamic potential. Fluid properties such as temperature, pressure and mass density (also called state variables) can be derived from these thermodynamic potentials. The Helmholtz free energy is defined as the useful work obtainable from a closed system at a constant temperature and volume.

In his theory of capillarity Van der Waals proved that the Helmholtz free energy cannot depend only on local variables, such as the local mass density and temperature, since this would cause the thickness of a liquid-vapor interface and the surface tension coefficient to be zero. A non-local term needs to be included in the expression for the Helmholtz free energy:

\[
\mathcal{F} = \mathcal{F}_b + \frac{1}{2W_e} |\nabla \rho|^2, \quad W_e = \frac{u_0^2 L^2}{\rho c K}
\]

where \( \mathcal{F}_b \) refers to the bulk of the two phases and \( |\nabla \rho|^2 \) represents the non-local contribution. The expression for the Weber number contains the the capillary coefficient \( K \). Its value can be derived from accurate measurements of the surface tension coefficient of a liquid-vapor interface. For a Van der Waals fluid the expression for the Helmholtz free energy in the the bulk of the two phases can be derived from the Van der Waals equation of state and it takes the form:

\[
\mathcal{F}_b(\rho, T) = \frac{16}{3} \rho T \arctanh \left( \frac{2}{3} \rho - 1 \right) - 3 \rho^2
\]

Note that this expression has only local variables and is only valid in the absence of a liquid-vapor interface. The properties of a planar liquid-vapor interface can be derived from the excess of Helmholtz free energy in the multiphase region [5], which is the transition region between the two phases, if a thermodynamic equilibrium
is assumed. The excess of Helmholtz free energy in the multiphase region is defined as follows:

\[
\Delta F(\rho,T) = F_b(\rho,T) - F_l(\rho,T)
\]

(23)

where \( F_l \) is called the bi-tangent (Figure 5) and is defined as:

\[
F_l(\rho,T) = \frac{F(p_{l,sat},T) - F(p_{v,sat},T)}{\rho_{l,sat} - \rho_{v,sat}}(\rho - \rho_{l,sat}) + F(p_{l,sat},T)
\]

(24)

An expression for the mass density profile of a liquid-vapor interface can be found by solving the following equation:

\[
\Delta F(\rho,T) + \frac{1}{2W} \left( \frac{d\rho}{dx} \right)^2 = 0
\]

(25)

An approximate solution of this equation can only be found if the temperature is close to the critical point [8]. The approximate solution takes the form of a hyperbolic tangent function:

\[
\rho(x) = \frac{\rho_{l,sat} + \rho_{v,sat}}{2} + \frac{\rho_{l,sat} - \rho_{v,sat}}{2} \tanh \left( \frac{4(x-x_i)}{L_i} \right)
\]

(26)

with \( x_i \) the midpoint location of the interface and \( L_i \) the interface thickness (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Helmholtz free energy \( \mathcal{F}_b \), the bi-tangent line \( \mathcal{F}_l \) and the mass density profile \( \rho(x) \) of a liquid-vapor interface for a fixed temperature

Both the surface tension coefficient \( \sigma \) and the thickness of the liquid-vapor interface \( L_i \) can also be determined from the excess free energy function [5]. These expressions also hold further away from the critical point:

\[
\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{2}{W} \int_{\rho_{v,sat}}^{\rho_{l,sat}} \sqrt{\Delta F} d\rho}
\]

(27)

\[
L_i = \sqrt{\frac{2}{W} \int_{\rho_{v,sat}}^{\rho_{l,sat}} \frac{(\rho_{l,sat} - \rho_{v,sat})^2}{2\sqrt{\Delta F}} d\rho}
\]

(28)

With these expressions it becomes possible to determine the proportionality of the surface tension coefficient and interface thickness to the temperature in relation to the critical temperature. For a Van der Waals fluid this proportionality is as follows:

\[
\sigma \propto (1 - T/T_c)^{1.5}
\]

(29)

\[
L_i \propto (1 - T/T_c)^{-0.5}
\]

It is well known that although a Van der Waals fluid behaves qualitatively similar to real fluids, exact numerical comparison with experimental data show it to be an inaccurate fluid model. For example, for most real fluids the proportionality shown above is closer to [6]:

\[
\sigma \propto (1 - T/T_c)^{1.2}
\]

\[
L_i \propto (1 - T/T_c)^{-0.6}
\]

(30)
The first major improvement to the Van der Waals equation was introduced by Redlich and Kwong [32], where the attractive term of the equation becomes temperature dependent. This modification improves the accuracy of the equation primarily above the critical point, below the critical point and especially in the liquid phase region the accuracy is still poor. Further modifications and extensions were introduced by numerous authors, eventually culminating in the PRSV2 equation. The PRSV2 equation is the second version of the Peng-Robinson-Stryjek-Vera equation [40] and is generally considered to be the most advanced cubic equation of state. It is an extended version of the Peng-Robinson equation of state which can be used to accurately calculate vapor-liquid equilibria. However, its direct use in DIM is unpractical, since the expression for the internal energy is prohibitively complex for use in numerical simulations if the PRSV2 equation is applied. Additionally, it was also noted that although the PRSV2 equation is more accurate for calculating vapor-liquid equilibria, comparison with experimental data shows that the simpler Redlich-Kwong equation is more accurate when calculating the surface tension coefficient [45].

Direct modification of the Helmholtz free energy function can extend the temperature range in which the DIM described in the present study can be used. This range is severely limited by the fact that the liquid-vapor interface becomes very thin when the temperature is far from the critical point. This leads to a severe constraint on the grid spacing, since a sufficient number of grid points is needed to resolve the interface region (at least 10 grid points across the interface thickness). If this constraint is combined with the use of a fixed grid, then the number of grid points needed in the computational domain quickly becomes excessively high when the temperature is far from the critical point. Jamet et al. [16] demonstrated a technique for artificial enlargement of the liquid-vapor interface thickness in a thermodynamically consistent manner, by using the double well-potential function to approximate the excess of Helmholtz free energy in the multiphase region. This technique eliminates the constraint on the grid spacing, but it is currently only applicable to a system under isothermal conditions and therefore it was not used in the present study.

### 2.4 Laplace Pressure

The Laplace pressure is the pressure difference between the inside and outside of either a droplet or a bubble. The pressure difference is caused by the surface tension and can be calculated with the Young-Laplace equation, which for a spherical droplet or bubble with radius R reads in three spatial dimensions:

\[
|P_l - P_v| = \frac{2\sigma_{lv}}{R}
\]  

(31)

with \(\sigma_{lv}\) the liquid-vapor surface tension coefficient. The Young-Laplace equation represents a simplified form of the normal momentum jump condition which is permitted when velocity gradients near the interface are negligible, as compared to pressure changes [39]. The liquid and vapor pressures can be calculated with the following expressions [6]:

\[
P_v = P_{sat} + \eta \frac{\rho_{v,sat}}{\rho_{l,sat} - \rho_{v,sat}} \frac{2\sigma_{lv}}{R}
\]

(32)

and

\[
P_l = P_{sat} + \eta \frac{\rho_{l,sat}}{\rho_{l,sat} - \rho_{v,sat}} \frac{2\sigma_{lv}}{R}
\]

(33)

with \(P_{sat} = P_{sat}(T)\) and \(\eta\):

\[
\eta = \begin{cases} +1 & \text{for a droplet} \\ -1 & \text{for a bubble} \end{cases}
\]

(34)

The effect of the Laplace pressure on the liquid and vapor mass density inside and outside of a droplet or a bubble is determined with an isotherm of the Van der Waals equation, as visualized in Figure 6. A polynomial root-finding algorithm is used to determine the liquid and vapor mass density at the corresponding pressures.
Figure 6: The effect of the Laplace pressure on the liquid and vapor mass density inside and outside of either a droplet or a bubble is determined with an isotherm of the Van der Waals equation [6]. The pressure difference is calculated with the Young-Laplace equation and a polynomial root-finding algorithm is used to determine the liquid and vapor mass density.

3 Numerical method

The discretization method used in the present study is the same as the one used by Pecenko et al. [28, 29] and Desmarais and Kuerten [9], which is based on a discretization technique developed by Cockburn and Gau [7]. It uses a second-order accurate finite-volume method for spatial discretization and a third-order accurate TVD Runge-Kutta time integration method developed by Shu and Osher [36]. Centered difference schemes are employed to calculate the derivatives in the flux expressions. The finite volume method is preferred over other discretization methods since it is strictly conservative.

Numerical methods for solving the governing equations of DIM have to cope with additional difficulties when compared to single-phase flow simulations. One such difficulty is that the capillary stress tensor causes dispersive behavior of the solution, since it contains a second-order spatial derivative of the mass density. Also, the Van der Waals equation of state has a non-convex part which causes a mixed hyperbolic-elliptic nature of the governing equations. This prevents the use of upwind based discretization methods, which are commonly used for compressible flow simulations.

3.1 NSK equations in Cartesian coordinates

The governing equations are written as a set of conservation equations in three dimensions:

\[
\frac{\partial U}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial F}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial G}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial H}{\partial z} = 0
\]  

(35)

with \( U \) the vector containing the conserved variables and \( F, G, \) and \( H \) the flux vectors in \( x, y \) and \( z \) direction, expressed as:

\[
U = \begin{pmatrix} \rho \\ \rho u \\ \rho v \\ \rho w \\ \rho E \end{pmatrix}, \quad F = \begin{pmatrix} \rho u \\ \rho u^2 + P - \tau_{xx} - \xi_{xx} \\ \rho uv - \tau_{xy} - \xi_{xy} \\ \rho uw - \tau_{xz} - \xi_{xz} \\ (\rho E + P)u - (\tau_{xx} + \xi_{xx})u - (\tau_{xy} + \xi_{xy})v - (\tau_{xz} + \xi_{xz})w + q_x + jE_x \end{pmatrix}
\]

(36)

\[
G = \begin{pmatrix} \rho v \\ \rho uv - \tau_{yx} - \xi_{yx} \\ \rho v^2 + P - \tau_{yy} - \xi_{yy} \\ \rho vw - \tau_{yz} - \xi_{yz} \\ (\rho E + P)v - (\tau_{yx} + \xi_{yx})u - (\tau_{yy} + \xi_{yy})v - (\tau_{yz} + \xi_{yz})w + q_y + jE_y \end{pmatrix}
\]

(37)
\[ H = \begin{pmatrix}
\rho w \\
\rho w u - \tau_{xx} - \xi_{xx} \\
\rho w v - \tau_{xy} - \xi_{xy} \\
\rho w^2 + P - \tau_{zz} - \xi_{zz} \\
\end{pmatrix} \]  
(38)

with the viscous stress tensor:

\[ \tau_{xx} = \frac{1}{Re} \left[ \frac{4}{3} \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} - \frac{2}{3} \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} + \frac{2}{3} \frac{\partial w}{\partial z} \right] \]

\[ \tau_{yy} = \frac{1}{Re} \left[ \frac{4}{3} \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} - \frac{2}{3} \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{2}{3} \frac{\partial w}{\partial z} \right] \]

\[ \tau_{zz} = \frac{1}{Re} \left[ \frac{4}{3} \frac{\partial w}{\partial z} - \frac{2}{3} \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{2}{3} \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} \right] \]

\[ \tau_{xy} = \tau_{yx} = \frac{1}{Re} \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} \]

\[ \tau_{xz} = \tau_{zx} = \frac{1}{Re} \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \]

\[ \tau_{yz} = \tau_{zy} = \frac{1}{Re} \frac{\partial w}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial z} \]  
(39)

the capillary stress tensor:

\[ \xi_{xx} = \frac{1}{We} \rho \left( \frac{\partial^2 \rho}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \rho}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \rho}{\partial z^2} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \left( -\left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial y} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \right)^2 \right) \]

\[ \xi_{yy} = \frac{1}{We} \rho \left( \frac{\partial^2 \rho}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \rho}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \rho}{\partial z^2} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \left( \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} \right)^2 - \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial y} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \right)^2 \right) \]

\[ \xi_{zz} = \frac{1}{We} \rho \left( \frac{\partial^2 \rho}{\partial z^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \rho}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \rho}{\partial y^2} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \left( \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial y} \right)^2 - \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \right)^2 \right) \]  
(40)

\[ \xi_{xy} = \xi_{yx} = -\frac{1}{We} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial y} \]

\[ \xi_{xz} = \xi_{zx} = -\frac{1}{We} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \]

\[ \xi_{yz} = \xi_{zy} = -\frac{1}{We} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial y} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \]

the heat flux:

\[ q_x = -\frac{8c_v}{3RePr} \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \]

\[ q_y = -\frac{8c_v}{3RePr} \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \]

\[ q_z = -\frac{8c_v}{3RePr} \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \]  
(41)

and the interstitial working flux:

\[ jE_x = \frac{1}{We \rho} \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial w}{\partial z} \right) \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} \]

\[ jE_y = \frac{1}{We \rho} \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial w}{\partial z} \right) \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial y} \]

\[ jE_z = \frac{1}{We \rho} \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} \right) \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \]  
(42)

3.2 Spatial and temporal discretization

The variables and their derivatives at the edges of the cells are calculated using centered difference schemes. The schemes used for the edges in x-direction, with u an arbitrary variable:

\[ u_{i+\frac{1}{2},j,k} = \frac{u_{i+1,j,k} + u_{i,j,k}}{2} \]  
(43)
The time step \( \Delta t \) is chosen to ensure stability. For the \( \rho \) scheme [36]:

\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x=\frac{i}{2},y,j,z} = \frac{u_{i+1,j,k} - u_{i,j,k}}{\Delta x} \tag{44}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \bigg|_{x=\frac{i}{2},y,j,z} = \frac{u_{i+\frac{1}{2},j+1,k} - u_{i+\frac{1}{2},j-1,k}}{2\Delta y} \tag{45}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \bigg|_{x=\frac{i}{2},y,j,z} = \frac{u_{i+\frac{1}{2},j,k+1} - u_{i+\frac{1}{2},j,k-1}}{2\Delta z} \tag{46}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} \bigg|_{x=\frac{i}{2},y,j,z} = \frac{u_{i+1,j,k} - 2u_{i+\frac{1}{2},j,k} + u_{i-1,j,k}}{\Delta x^2} \tag{47}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y^2} \bigg|_{x=\frac{i}{2},y,j,z} = \frac{u_{i+\frac{1}{2},j+1,k} - 2u_{i+\frac{1}{2},j,k} + u_{i+\frac{1}{2},j-1,k}}{\Delta y^2} \tag{48}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z^2} \bigg|_{x=\frac{i}{2},y,j,z} = \frac{u_{i+\frac{1}{2},j,k+1} - 2u_{i+\frac{1}{2},j,k} + u_{i+\frac{1}{2},j,k-1}}{\Delta z^2} \tag{49}
\]

A set of equivalent schemes are used for the edges in \( y \) and \( z \) direction. The differential equations are discretized on a uniform Cartesian grid. The semi-discrete system of equations becomes:

\[
\frac{d}{dt}U_{i,j,k} = -\frac{1}{\Delta x}(F_{i+\frac{1}{2},j,k} - F_{i-\frac{1}{2},j,k}) - \frac{1}{\Delta y}(G_{i,j+\frac{1}{2},k} - G_{i,j-\frac{1}{2},k}) - \frac{1}{\Delta z}(H_{i,j,k+\frac{1}{2}} - H_{i,j,k-\frac{1}{2}}) \tag{50}
\]

Numerical instabilities due to the non-monotonic behavior caused by the region of negative compressibility in the Van der Waals isotherms are prevented by using a third-order accurate TVD Runge-Kutta time-integration scheme [36]:

\[
U^{(1)}_{i,j,k} = U^{(n)}_{i,j,k} + \Delta t \frac{d}{dt}U^{(n)}_{i,j,k} \tag{51}
\]

\[
U^{(2)}_{i,j,k} = \frac{3}{4}U^{(n)}_{i,j,k} + \frac{1}{4} \left[ U^{(1)}_{i,j,k} + \Delta t \frac{d}{dt}U^{(1)}_{i,j,k} \right] \tag{52}
\]

\[
U^{(n+1)}_{i,j,k} = \frac{1}{3}U^{(n)}_{i,j,k} + \frac{2}{3} \left[ U^{(2)}_{i,j,k} + \Delta t \frac{d}{dt}U^{(2)}_{i,j,k} \right] \tag{53}
\]

The time step \( \Delta t \) has to satisfy a number of conditions to ensure stability. For the \( x \) direction these conditions are [9]:

\[
\left( \frac{|u| + u_0}{2\Delta x} + \frac{1}{W \cdot \sqrt{\Delta x}} \right) \Delta t \leq 1.5 \tag{54}
\]

\[
\frac{4\Delta t}{\rho \cdot \text{Re} \cdot \text{Pr} \cdot \Delta x^2} \leq 2.5 \tag{55}
\]

\[
\frac{8\Delta t}{\rho \cdot \text{Re} \cdot \Delta x^2} \leq 2.5 \tag{56}
\]

where \( \rho \) and \( u \) are the local mass density and velocity. For the \( y \) and \( z \) direction the conditions are similar.

### 3.3 Initialization and boundary conditions

The computational domain \( \Omega \) is constructed as a cube with length \( L = 1.0 \) in each spatial dimension:

\[
\Omega = (0.0, 1.0)^3 \subset \mathbb{R}^3
\]

The computational grid is Cartesian and uniform with 200 grid points in each direction, resulting in a total of 8 million grid points. Simulations on finer grids showed no significant differences in the simulations results. Symmetry boundary conditions are imposed on all the domain boundaries.

The initial mass density field is constructed with a hyperbolic tangent function in the shape of two identical spherical droplets (Figure 8) with a diameter of \( D = 0.2 \), positioned left and right of the center of the domain:

\[
\rho(x, y, z)_{t=0} = \rho_v + \frac{1}{2} \left| \rho_l - \rho_v \right| \left( \tanh \left( \frac{4(d_1(x, y, z) - r_d)}{L_1} \right) + \tanh \left( \frac{4(d_2(x, y, z) - r_d)}{L_1} \right) \right) \tag{57}
\]
with \( \rho_v, \rho_l \) the vapor and liquid mass density, \( r_d = \frac{D}{2} \) the droplet radius, \( L_i \) the interface thickness and \( d_1, d_2 \):

\[
d_1(x, y, z) = \left\| \begin{pmatrix} 0.5 - 2r_d \\ 0.5 + \frac{X}{2} \end{pmatrix} - \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \end{pmatrix} \right\| \quad d_2(x, y, z) = \left\| \begin{pmatrix} 0.5 + 2r_d \\ 0.5 + \frac{X}{2} \end{pmatrix} - \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \end{pmatrix} \right\|
\]  

(54)

with \( X \) the offset in \( z \)-direction between the velocity vectors of the droplets. The velocity vectors are equal in magnitude but opposite in direction (Figure 7)

![Head-on and off-centre binary droplet collision with \( X \) the offset in \( z \)-direction between the velocity vectors of the droplets.](image)

Figure 7: Head-on and off-centre binary droplet collision with \( X \) the offset in \( z \)-direction between the velocity vectors of the droplets.

The effect of the Laplace pressure on the vapor and liquid mass density of a droplet and its surrounding vapor is visualized in Figure 6. This effect needs to be accounted for in the initialization of the mass density field. The initial velocity field is also constructed with a hyperbolic tangent function (Figure 8):

\[
u(x, y, z)_{t=0} = \begin{cases} \frac{v_d}{2} \left( 1 - \tanh \left( 4 \frac{d_1 - r_d}{L_i} \right) \right) & x < 0.5 \\ -\frac{v_d}{2} \left( 1 - \tanh \left( 4 \frac{d_2 - r_d}{L_i} \right) \right) & x > 0.5 \\ 0 & \text{else} \end{cases}
\]  

(55)

The initial temperature field is uniform and close to the critical point:

\[T(x, y, z)_{t=0} = 0.85 T_c\]  

(56)

At this temperature the liquid-vapor interface has a thickness of approximately \( L_i = 0.075 \), leading to approximately 15 grid points across the interface thickness, which is sufficient for resolving the interface region with minimal discretization error.

![An \( xy \) cross-section of the domain at \( z = 0.5 \) showing the initial mass density and velocity field.](image)

Figure 8: An \( xy \) cross-section of the domain at \( z = 0.5 \) showing the initial mass density and velocity field. The domain length equals \( L = 1.0 \) in each spatial dimension, with a total of 200\(^3\) grid points. The droplets have a diameter of \( D = 0.2 \) and the interface has a thickness of approximately \( L_i = 0.075 \). Only 1/5 of the total number of grid points were used to produce the vector plot on the right.
4 Simulation results

In this section results are presented obtained from three-dimensional, non-isothermal simulations of droplet collisions. Droplet coalescence and subsequent separation regimes are observed for both head-on and off-centre droplet collisions at various impact velocities.

In the visualizations of the simulation results the liquid-vapor interface is represented by a two dimensional surface mesh that was constructed using the Lewiner marching cubes algorithm [20], where the mass density field was used as the volume data and the isosurface value was set to the average of the liquid and vapor mass densities at saturation pressure. An overview of the values of the simulation parameters for all the simulation results visualized in this section can be found in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Re</th>
<th>We</th>
<th>Pr</th>
<th>c_w</th>
<th>Oh</th>
<th>v_rel</th>
<th>( \mathcal{X} )</th>
<th>We_c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figure 9</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>6000.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 10</td>
<td>1250.0</td>
<td>6000.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 11</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>6000.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 14</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>6000.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Overview of the values of the simulation parameters for all the simulation results visualized in this section.

4.1 Head-on collisions

When the droplets touch, a small liquid bridge is formed which is followed by its subsequent broadening. Coalescence occurs and the coalesced droplets spread outward in the radial direction, which first forms a flat disk possibly followed by a radially expanding ring. This expansion is counteracted by the surface tension forces and damped by the viscous forces. After reaching the maximum radial spread, the ring/disk starts to contract radially. This is followed by an elongation in the axial direction, which generates a round-ended cylindrical droplet (Figure 9 and 10). The viscous dissipation damps the reflexive movement of the droplet. If the damping is sufficiently strong, then the coalesced droplets only oscillate with diminishing amplitude until a perfectly spherical droplet remains, as can be seen in Figure 9. If viscous damping is insufficient, then a reflexive separation can occur. The round-ended cylindrical droplet, which is formed due to the reflexive movement, elongates to such an extent that it ruptures into two separate droplets of equal size, as can be seen in figure 10.

![Figure 9: Example of a perfect head-on collision resulting in permanent coalescence. \( Oh = 0.258, We_c = 130, \mathcal{X} = 0.0 \) ](image)
Figure 10: Example of a perfect head-on collision resulting in a reflexive separation. $Oh = 0.062, We_c = 140, \mathcal{X} = 0.0$

Figure 11 shows a collision with a much higher relative velocity. The radial spreading of the coalesced droplets is so large that when this ring starts to contract, it is no longer able to contract to a single droplet. The liquid ring starts to break-up soon after it starts to contract and a ring-shaped cluster of 8 smaller droplets is formed. The breakup process can be attributed to the Plateau-Rayleigh (PR) instability, a phenomenon where small-amplitude disturbances on an interface grow and initiate a breakup of a liquid thread, or in this case a thin liquid ring. The collision causes small-amplitude waves in the mass density and velocity field that propagate towards the boundaries of the domain, where they are reflected because of the symmetry boundary conditions that are imposed. The effect of this phenomenon is negligibly small for most simulations, since it are small-amplitude waves with a diminishing amplitude. However, because of the small width of the ring in this particular simulation, the effect described above is sufficiently large to trigger the PR-instability. Pairam and Fernández-Nieves [26] performed an experimental study on the stability of a thin liquid ring, also called a toroidal droplet. Critical to the stability is the ratio between the mean radius $R$ and the half-width of the ring $a$ (Figure 12) which determines whether the toroidal droplet contracts to a single droplet or it breaks into multiple droplets. In Figure 11 this ratio reaches a maximum of approximately 14.5, which is in accordance with the findings of Pairam and Fernández-Nieves who observed a breakup of a toroidal droplet into 8 smaller droplets for $\frac{R}{a}$ of approximately 14.

The regime of droplet bouncing was not observed in any of the simulations. Whether or not droplets bounce is determined by the properties of the ambient gas. As the two droplets approach each other, a gas layer is trapped between them. This compressed gas layer can prevent the contact of the droplet surfaces, causing the droplets to deform but not to touch. The reflexive properties of the interface then cause the droplets to bounce apart. In experimental investigations droplet bouncing is normally observed when the droplets are surrounded by a gas of a different component at a sufficiently high pressure [30]. In the present study there is an important difference: the liquid droplets are surrounded by vapor comprised of the same molecules as the liquid, since the NSK equations can only be used for a single component fluid. Therefore, the vapor trapped between the droplets is able to condense and can be absorbed by the droplets. It is therefore less likely that droplet bouncing will be observed when the NSK equations are used.

The initial temperature field is uniform. Variations in the temperature field are caused by the movement of the liquid-vapor interface due to viscous dissipation of kinetic energy and the effect of interstitial working. However, for a moving droplet the most dominant temperature variations are caused by condensation and evaporation. In front of the droplet the temperature is increased due to condensation and at the back the temperature is decreased due to evaporation. In between the droplets compression of the vapor causes a strong increase in local temperature, as can be observed in figure 13. Coalescence of the droplets is facilitated by the increase in local temperature, since the surface tension is lower at higher temperatures. At or above
Figure 11: Example of a perfect head-on collision resulting in a toroidal droplet breakup. The colliding droplets disintegrate into a cluster of many smaller droplets. $Oh = 0.078$, $We_c = 520$, $X = 0.0$

Figure 12: Schematic sketch of a thin liquid ring, also called a toroidal droplet [26], with $R$ mean the radius and $a$ the half-width of the ring.

the critical point ($T >= 1.0$) the surface tension is zero and the liquid-vapor interface no longer exist, at which point coalescence happens automatically.

The rate of diffusion of heat is inversely proportional to the value of the Prandtl number (equation 8). Therefore, for high Prandtl numbers temperature variations will be higher because diffusion of heat is reduced. Simulations at lower Prandtl numbers (e.g. $Pr = 0.1$) show a reduction in the maximum increase in local temperature in between the droplets. However, even when the local temperature remains below the critical point, coalescence of the colliding droplets is still observed.
4.2 Off-centre collisions

In this section results are presented obtained from a simulation of an off-centre droplet collision with an impact parameter of $X = 0.5$. When two droplets collide with positive/nonzero impact parameters, only a portion of the fluid that comprises the droplets are on colliding trajectories. Although the fluid spreads outwards in the radial direction during the first stage of the collision (in a manner similar to the head-on collision), the ring that is formed is skewed and the fluid is not evenly distributed over the ring. The inertia of the fluid causes the ring to be stretched in the directions of the initial trajectories of the droplets. The stretching is counteracted by the surface tension forces and damped by the viscous forces. If the impact velocity is high enough, then the stretching will eventually cause the two thinnest sides of the ring to rupture. The rupturing of the ring can result in the formation of one or more "satellite droplets", as can be seen in Figure 14. If the impact velocity is not high enough, then the ring fully collapses and the newly formed droplet will oscillate with diminishing amplitude until a perfectly spherical droplet remains.

4.3 Energy transfer and dissipation

In this section the energy transfer and dissipation processes during the droplet collisions are studied in detail. As was expressed with equation 10, the total energy density equals the sum of the internal energy, kinetic energy and interfacial energy. The manner of conversion of kinetic energy into interfacial or internal energy is what dominates the outcome of the collisions. Analysis of this conversion process is the first step towards developing correlations that describe the boundaries between different collision outcomes.
Because symmetry boundary conditions are imposed on all the boundaries of the domain, the total amount of energy in the domain should be constant throughout the simulations, apart from minor fluctuations due to roundoff errors. It has been verified that this is indeed the case for all simulations in the present study. It should also be noted that when other multiphase simulation methods are used to simulate droplet collisions, the total amount of energy is not guaranteed to be conserved. A decrease in the total amount of energy is observed during the collision process in the following studies: Nobari et al. [24], Rieber and Frohn [33], Sun et al. [41] and Rajkotwala et al. [31]. The loss in total energy can be as high as 20% and is usually caused by an equivalent loss in interfacial energy due to a sudden reduction of interfacial area. This reduction is caused by the inability of these simulation methods to completely capture all the interfacial dynamics during the collisions process. Diffuse Interface Methods do not suffer from this shortcoming because the interface region is fully resolved in a physically motivated manner.

The total amount of internal energy in the domain increases in all cases as a result of the dissipation of kinetic energy into heat due to viscous forces. Figure 15 shows histories of the total amount of internal, kinetic and surface energy for multiple collision regimes. The transfer of kinetic energy to surface energy at the beginning of the collision is easily understood from the stretching of the interface. For reflexive separation, the amount of surface energy at the end of the simulation is identical to the amount at the beginning of the simulation and all the kinetic energy has been converted into internal energy. For permanent coalescence, the amount of surface energy at the end of the simulation is lower than the amount at the beginning, since not only the kinetic energy but also a portion of the surface energy has been converted to internal energy. For a collision with a torus breakup it is the opposite: the amount of surface energy at the end of the simulation is higher than the amount at the beginning and a portion of kinetic energy has been converted to surface energy.

Figure 15: The total amount of internal, kinetic and surface energy during the simulation for the permanent coalescence, toroidal droplet breakup, reflexive separation and stretching separation
5 Conclusions

A Diffuse Interface Model based on the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg equations has been developed and used to study the collision dynamics of droplets in three spatial dimensions and near the critical point of the fluid. No physical principles are violated or accounted for by empirical correlations, all the equations are derived from first principles i.e. conservation of mass/momentum/energy and fundamental thermodynamics. Simulation results showed the existence of various collision regimes including permanent coalescence, toroidal droplet breakup, reflexive separation and stretching separation. Additionally, the energy transfer and dissipation processes during the collision were studied in a level of detail that can only be obtained with DIM. The results highlight the importance of modeling liquid-vapor flows under non-isothermal conditions, since variations in the temperature field during the collision process are too large to be neglected and also influence the collision dynamics.

The regime of droplet bouncing was not observed in any of the simulations. In experimental investigations droplet bouncing is normally only observed when the droplets are surrounded by a gas of a different component at a sufficiently high pressure [30]. In the present study there is an important difference: the liquid droplets are surrounded by vapor comprised of the same molecules as the liquid, since the NSK equations can only be used for a single component fluid. Therefore, the vapor trapped between the droplets is able to condense and can be absorbed by the droplets. Is is therefore less likely that droplet bouncing will be be observed when the NSK equations are used.

It can be concluded that the Diffuse Interface Model gives detailed insight into droplet collision dynamics, which leads to a better understanding of the process. The results of simulations of droplet collisions with DIM can be used to either validate or improve coalescence models employed in sharp interface methods [18, 31]. It must be noted, however, that the temperature range in which DIM can be used is severely limited by a constraint on the grid spacing caused by the fact that the liquid-vapor interface becomes very thin when the temperature is far from the critical point. Additionally, the DIM described in this paper can only be used for liquid-vapor flows of a single species, whereas many industrial and geophysical processes with droplet collisions involve mixtures of fluids. Extending DIM to make it applicable to mixtures is the topic of further research. The use of mixing rules to extend the applicability of equations of state to mixtures is a well established practice in chemical engineering. The major difficulty is in the derivation of the Korteweg stress tensor and the inclusion of an additional convection-diffusion equation which accounts for non-uniformity in the composition of the mixture.
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